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ICYPAA Advisory Council Board of Directors Quarterly Business Meeting Minutes 
November 19, 2017 @ 12:00 PM PDT / 1:00 PM MDT / 2:00 PM CDT / 3:00 PM EDT 

  
1. Opening - 2:03pm with a moment of silence 
  
2.   Roll Call - Lindsay, Phillip, James, Trey, Joel, Mo, Shannon, Jamie, Chris, Rachel, Jackie, David (Archivist), 

Veronica O (Listen Only), Spencer, Talbot, Mary Kate, Tamara 
  
3.    Review & approval of minutes from August 17, 2017 annual business meeting  - Phillip moves to dispense 

with reading the minutes. No objection. Spencer motions to approve. Jamie seconds. Motion Passes 
without opposition 

            
4.    Reports 

a.      Chair (Lindsay) - No Questions 
b.      Co-Chair (Phillip)- No Questions 
c.     Treasurer (James) - Trey - Could you review the purpose of each of the 5 accounts by the amount 

in each? 
i. James - 1. Checking - 1 is operating account for AC and 2 are host operating accounts - 

$2000 is for 60th Host. $3,206 for Merchants Accounts tied to electronic payments - 
transfers into host - 39K is the Advisory Operating account - $9,631 is the 59th Host 
Account - this one is Chicago’s net profit - Finally 52,000 is  Savings account where 
Prudent Reserve - The BOA with $14K is active 60th Host Checking account. 

ii. James describes how prudent reserve is calculated. 
d.  Secretary (Trey) - James - Thumbs up for very measured responses to various emails following the 

59th. 
e.    Hotel & A/V Committee Chair (James) - No Questions 
f.   Bid Development Committee Chair (Jamie) - Spencer - i sat in and want to say great job on first 

presentation. 
g.  General Service Committee Chair (Trey) - Tamara - Was in NYC - has come up with several ideas 

that we will be discussing soon! 
h.  Finance Committee Chair (Spencer) - No Questions 
i.   Tech Committee Chair (Phillip) - Phillip - one change regarding the revised treasurer report - The 

$10K is not completely accurate now (Trey get with Phillip for Correction). Grapevine is launching 
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a youtube channel and has asked for permission to use the “Johnny Video” from 58th ICYPAA on 
this platform. 

j. Ad-Hoc International Participation and Communication Committee (Joel) - No Questions 
k. Archivist (David) - Perhaps General Service Subcommittee would like to discuss what to do with 

rare and irreplaceable items in our Archives - No Questions 
l. 59th ICYPAA Report (Mary Kate) - James - Comment on last point - the bill is not included in 

numbers but report is current. 
  
5.      New Business 
  

a.  Tech Committee Motion: Motion to increase the number of admins on the ICYPAA Facebook 
group from 3 to 5, to include the Operating Committee and a member of the Tech Subcommittee 
to be appointed by the AC Chair (See Motion A) 

                   i.      Questions: None 
ii. Discussion 

● James – Now the Tech Chair is not automatically an admin – now it would the OC plus an individual 
appointed by Advisory Chair of a tech committee member? - Phillip – yes that is correct 

 ●  James – supportive of motion – burden of time and psychological. A broader discussion on purpose would 
be nice 

●  Joel – in favor of motion 
●  Mo – in favor of motion 
●  Trey –In favor of the motion 
●  Shannon – in favor of this motion 
●  Talbot – in support of this motion 
●  Jamie – in favor of this motion 
●  Jackie – in favor of this motion 
●  Chris – in favor of this motion 
●  Tamara – in favor of this motion 
●  Rachel – in favor of this motion 
●  Spencer – in favor of this motion 
●  Mary Kate – in favor of this motion 
●  Phillip – in favor of this motion. We did look at different options and discussed a separate motion but this 

motion met our group conscience.                                                                                                                                                                                                      

     iii. Voting 
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●  Yes - 14 
●  No – 0 
●  Motion Passes 
  

b. Tech Committee Motion : Motion to select a logo from a group that includes newly designed logos 
and our current logo. The logo will be used in all areas that the ICYPAA logo is needed, including 
our website, letterhead and banner. (See Motion B) -Phillip Reviews the 5 options in PowerPoint 
that the Tech Committee is presenting 

i. Questions? None 
ii. Discussion 

- Joel - Torn on this motion. All about keeping brand fresh, cutting edge - don’t know if i am in favor of this 
due to not strongly feeling about these logos vs old 

- Mo - Since we are updating website - i believe we should update logo. 
- Trey – I am in favor as I have never been a fan of our current logo. 
- Shannon - In favor of this motion and excited for facelift of logo 
- Talbot - not the biggest fan of the newer logos but in favor since we can vote for old logo 
- Jamie - all about fresh and for updating logo 
- Jackie - I am in favor of this motion and updating 
- Chris - in favor of the motion. Current logo is abomination 
- Tamara - what would that do financially for banner and stationary 
- Rachel - in favor 
- Spencer - in favor 
- MK - In favor, time to freshen up 
- Phillip - in favor, background is subjective - can be contentious and historically challenging for council to 

deal with from a process standpoint. 
- James - Nothing to add 

ii. Voting 
-          Yes – 14 
-          No – 0 
-          Motion Passes 
  

iii. 3rd Legacy Voting of Logo Options – Individuals will submit their votes directly to chair via 
text message or direct message in GoToMeeting 

Round 1: ⅔ = 10 
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-          Option 1- 1 
-          Option 2- 8 
-          Option 3 – 3 
-          Option 4 – 1 
-          Option 5 - 1 
  
 
Round 2: ⅔ = 10 ⅕ =3 
-          Option 1- 1 
-          Option 2- 10 
-          Option 3-2 
-          Option 4-0 
-          Option 5-1 
 Option 2 receives ⅔ of Vote 
  

c. Tech Committee Motion 3: Allocate $5,000 from unallocated surplus funds for website 
improvements in accordance with the accompanying Surplus Funds Spend Plan Form. (See 
Motion C) - Phillip - some has already been eaten of $10K Budget. May cause current vendor to 
make snap concessions 

i. Questions: 
-       MK - Our web chair raised questions about security of info we obtain from attendees and if that would be 

addressed 
o    Phillip - Yes - in speaking with Vendor - issue seems to be in how hosting lennox platform is set 

up - vendor said modernizing current platform is possible if we choose to update. 
-          Jackie - How much more do you need to get to the $10K 

o    Phillip - $3500 left but app will be paid for out of this as well so that would put us at $7K for site. 
Quote was $16K - and vendor suggested ways to get to $10K which we are $3K away from. 

-         Jackie - to treasurer - where would we be at if we allocated an additional $7K? 
o   James - if this were to pass, that would put us at $6250 at unallocated funds and this is same place 

we do grapevine and video projects historically 
 

ii. Discussion 
-          Mo - in Favor 
-        Trey – concerned that we have already approved in GS to spend regular $10K and it could not be there 
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but generally in favor 
-          Shannon - in favor of this motion. 
-      Talbot - in favor of this motion - will most likely have money for other projects, previously when we 

updated site - there is a form which we use 
-          Jamie - nothing to add 
-          Jackie - full support of updating site 
-          Chris - in support 
-          Tamara - nothing to add 
-         Rachel - in favor of site improvement 
-        Spencer - unallocated funds has been increasing and we have been discussing what to do - in favor of 

this as we would most likely be pieing it out 
-         MK - In favor -echo Spencer 
-       Phillip - thank you all - we had to get logo to get to this and in favor of motion. If budget is not enough - 

and can do first things first with budget. Get as much as we can now. 
-     James - in support of this motion, prudent and well thought out. what is best use of AA’s resources? 

Issues around security have to be taken care of - not sure cosmetic overhaul is necessary but security is 
-        Joel nothing to add 

iii. Voting: 
·       Yes – 14 
·       No – 0 
·       Motion Passes  

d. Finance Committee Motion: Approve the budget for the 60th ICYPAA (See Motion D & 
Addendum)- Spencer walks through the proposed budget in Addendum 

i. Questions: None 
ii. Discussion: 

○ Trey: Thank you for your work. I am in favor. 
○ Shannon: Thanks to the committee 
○ Talbot: Thanks in favor 
○ Jamie: Thanks 
○ Jackie: In favor 
○ Chris: In Favor 
○ Tamara: In Favor 
○ Rachel - in favor 
○ Spencer - Shout out to Finance - thanks! 
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○ MK: In Favor 
○ Phillip: In Favor 
○ James: In support - big thanks to finance and very happy with additional transparency 
○ Joel - looks great 
○ Mo - in support 

iii. Voting: 
○ Yes - 14 
○ No - 0 
○ Motion Passes 

6.      Discussion Points 
  

a.      Operating Committee Discussion Point: Is the current “Assessment of Merits & Liabilities” 
process during conference adequate? (See Discussion Point A) - Phillip Reads the discussion point 
- and current practice 

i. Questions: None 
ii. Discussion: 

-     Shannon - interesting discussion point. Have one year’s experience with this process. Like the suggested 
questions. 

-    Talbot - i don’t know - i know that everyone takes this very seriously and reviewing committee 
individually. 

-      Jamie - Curious as to what everyone has to say - not sure at alternatives 
-   Jackie - not sure if there is a problem - individually or a group questions? There are probably better 

options and would like to hear 
-   Chris - A lot of thoughts on this. There is something unsatisfactory about all the work we do and it comes 

to this - perhaps a minute or two 
-          Tamara - nothing to add as i am uniformed 
-          Rachel - agree to an extent - better questions out there - how to keep championing out there for a bid 
-          Spencer - Think that it is adequate - i have a question - what stemmed this question coming to us? 
-          MK - I don’t have experience on ICY Advisory - effective elsewhere - fan of fact based discussion 
-          Phillip - this year my first year - a lot of our conversation went around bombs that can be dropped - 

“catching weird vibes” or something that is difficult to clearly identify without more time to respond. 
-          James - outlier - certainly believe adjustment needed. Disservice to bids by discussing liabilities to 2 

minutes. Sometimes things are brought up that is not accessible to other members. 
-          Joel - i think it is adequate understanding versions of how it was previously with politicking. Would echo 
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having additional time to discuss. 
-          Mo – I have not been through process and nothing to add 
-          Trey – I have been through process 3 times with an issue that I am not personally comfortable 

witnessing in this process in each year with different bids. If we are to honor bids by the IGR process, 
why the need for the “bombs” which is all 1 minute allows with no time to respond or ask to clarify. 
Could split into two rounds – 1 for merits 1 for liabilities 

                     iii.  2nd Round of Discussion 
-          Shannon - understand where this is coming from. Two rounds - with one for merits and liabilities would 

be valuable 
-          Talbot - i still don’t think it needs to be extended. I find it informational - not supposed to be swaying. 
-          Jamie - More information - confused by doing webinars with committees and what or how council saw 

as needed improvement. There is confusion 
-          Jackie - i agree that there is more time needed. When someone makes a comment that i have no clue 

about the issue. If it is pertinent i would like more info and if not I don’t want it to resonate 
-          Chris - nothing to add 
-          Tamara - no comment 
-          Rachel - open to idea of one and one - fear is moving more to a discussion. Factual based person. not 

subjective discussion 
-          Spencer - thanks for background - confused initially. Open to OC looking at it further - if it stays at one 

minute - perhaps removing suggested questions 
-          MK - not sure merits and liabilities split will be adequate solution 
-          Phillip - split won’t necessarily add too much time is my belief or input would be given an opportunity to 

discuss would benefit the process 
-          James – I’m personally sensitive to politicking or deliberating - the guided questions do a good job - but 

we are not honoring the bids with this currently. 
-          Joel - nothing to add 
-          Mo – I have nothing to add 
-          Trey – I will re-iterate that in all 3 years I have witnessed in the 1 minute give a year’s worth of bidding 

personal feelings given about bids that is a disservice and if we ato individually base on IGR process – I 
would assume have no M&L discussion than continue the one minute with no response touchy feely 
session 

  
b. Operating Committee Discussion Point: Should we provide more oversight to Host Committee 

through review &/or approval of Readings, Meeting Formats &/or Prayers during Main Meetings at ICYPAA? 
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(See Discussion Point B) - Phillip reads the discussion point. 
i.  Questions: None 
ii.  Discussion: 

-          Talbot - We absolutely should. Respect the autonomy but a light handed oversight would be acceptable 
-          Jamie - I’d have to think about what happened last year. Maintaining that it is an AA meeting is 

necessary 
-          Jackie - Yes in a sense that we give a feedback. In Miami our meetings were so long and wish we had 

some ideas or suggestions that it could have been shorter. Likes autonomy 
-          Chris - Script has a reaching impact so i think we should - not sure it would solve the issue in Chicago as i 

believe that person went rogue 
-          Tamara - think we should look at this - but i too think it wouldn’t have prevented this issue. 
-          Rachel - notion of some sort of feedback should be provided. Trusted servant in Chicago acted alone. 
-          Spencer - May be in minority but think this isn’t necessary. Group conscience of trusted committee 

should be allowed to decide for themselves. 
-          MK - I agree with Spencer. This feels like overstepping - natural step following what happened. Need to 

trust the group conscience 
-          Phillip - I don’t feel it’s necessary to view it as reactionary - i don’t see it as reactionary. AC is ultimately 

responsible. In a position but not a fan to more rules for rules. 
-          James - No issues with what transpired in Chicago - don’t believe the Advisory Council needs to 

overregulate but nothing wrong with providing feedback to Host in this manner. 
-          Joel - echo what James finished with. Not needed just to add extra 
-          Mo - Echo what MK said - seems like its reactionary to one item 
-          Trey – I’m a bit surprised this wasn’t already reviewed. This would be a change to Host Committee 

Guidelines in Program Description if deemed necessary. Don’t feel 15 member of Advisory would easily 
enforce anything rigid – quite slow to use a veto power. I think there is nothing unreasonable about 
reviewing a providing guidance on meeting formats 

-          Shannon – Wouldn’t want it to be reactionary. Want autonomy to be important - offering guidance as a 
former program chair would have been helpful - oversight questions would be helpful 

  
c. General Service Discussion Point: Is there any objection to General Service Subcommittee submitting 

the Video from 59th ICYPAA to the Young People’s Video Project (See Discussion Point C) 
i.  Questions:  

ii. Any Objections?  
- No Objections 
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7.      Announcements 
  

a.  Next ICY CONNECT- January 5th at 3:00 p.m. CST 
b. Next Operating Committee Call- Tuesday, November 21st at 8:00 p.m. CST 
c. Next Quarterly Meeting- Sunday February 11th at 2:00 p.m. CST 
d. The 60th ICYPAA! August 30th, 2018 

  
8.      Closing - MSP 
 

 


